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Abstract Objective The aim of the study is to apply a sociotechnical model to the requirements
phase of implementing a machine learning algorithm-based system to support sepsis
recognition in the neonatal intensive care unit.
Methods We incorporated components from the sociotechnical model, Safety in
Engineering for Patient Safety 2.0, in three requirements phase activities: (1) semi-
structured interviews, (2) user profiles, and (3) system use cases.
Results Thirty-one neonatal intensive care unit clinicians participated in semi-
structured interviews (11 nurses, 10 front line ordering clinician, five fellows, and
five attending physician). Interview transcripts were coded and then compiled into
themes deductively based on components from the sociotechnical model (persons,
environment, organization, tasks, tools and technology, collaboration, and out-
comes). The interview analysis was used to create four user profiles defining
responsibilities in sepsis recognition, team collaboration, and attributes relevant to
sepsis recognition. Two user profiles (nurse, front line ordering clinician) included
variants based on experience relevant to sepsis recognition. The interview analysis
was used to develop three system use cases representing clinical sepsis scenarios.
Each use case defines the precondition, actors, and high-level sequence of actions,
and includes variants based on sociotechnical works system factors that can
complicate sepsis recognition. The interview analysis, user profiles, and use cases
serve as the foundation for supporting sociotechnical design to all subsequent
human-centered design methods including subject recruitment, formative design,
summative user testing, and simulation testing.
Conclusion Integration of the sociotechnical model-guided requirements gathering
activities, analysis, and deliverables by framing a range of sociotechnical components
and the interconnectedness of these components in the broader work system.
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Introduction

Sepsis is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in
infants worldwide.1,2 Although sepsis affects relatively
few healthy full term infants, the incidence is 200-fold
higher in those born prematurely who experience the
highest mortality (7–28%).3,4 Among survivors, 30 to 50%
incur major long-term impairments including prolonged
hospitalization, chronic lung disease, and neurodevelop-
mental disabilities.5–7 Early sepsis diagnosis and treat-
ment is fundamental to the prevention of infant
mortality, however, recognition remains especially diffi-
cult due to the unique, heterogeneous clinical presenta-
tion of sepsis in infants with complex medical conditions
and frequent comorbidities that can confound the diag-
nosis.1,3,4 Advances in predictive modeling support early
recognition of infant sepsis,8 but research has yet to
demonstrate the effective translation of these tools to
clinical care.9

Sociotechnical models represent interconnected human,
technical, environmental, and other factors essential to the
evaluation and design of information technology.10,11 Socio-
technical models address challenges in complex health care
work systems including patient safety and the design of
technology.12–14 One strategy for promoting sociotechnical
design is to integrate sociotechnical components into exist-
ing software development and human-centered design
methods.15–17 The Safety Engineering in Patient Safety
(SEIPS) model, version 2, was developed to guide the design
and evaluation of health care systems.14 SEIPS 2.0 provides a
comprehensive framework representing the sociotechnical
components of the work system including people, tasks,
tools, environment, and organization, the processes that
occur within this work system, and outcomes at the patient,
professional and organizational level.14

Researchers at our organization have developed a
machine learning prediction model for infant sepsis that
utilizes electronic health record (EHR) data.18 Although the
model has similar predictive accuracy to sepsis prediction
models in other clinical domains, implemented prediction
models have shown mixed effectiveness attributed to socio-
technical factors not accounted for in system design.19 Prior
work has demonstrated the utility of human factors and
user-centeredmethods in addressing neonatal intensive care
unit (NICU) sepsis including the critical decision method
in assessing nurse decision making and ethnographic
approaches, though neither address clinical decision support
(CDS) based on machine learning.20,21 However, the work
demonstrates that developing CDS for NICU sepsis recogni-
tion is an ideal setting for incorporating sociotechnical

models into human-centered design methods and require-
ments processes that address sociotechnical factors.20

Objectives

The aim of the study is to apply a sociotechnical model to the
requirements gathering phase of implementing a machine
learning algorithm-based CDS to improve NICU sepsis
recognition.

Methods

We applied the SEIPS 2.014 model to three requirements
gathering activities: (1) user interviews; (2) user profiles;
and (3) use cases (►Fig. 1).

Setting
The setting comprises an urban, quaternary-care pediatric
hospital with 564 beds, 40% of which are allocated to
intensive care including a 105-bed level 4 NICU that provides
care for over 1,000 critically ill infants with complex medical
and surgical conditions annually.

Participants
We recruited a purposive sample of NICU attending physi-
cians, neonatology fellows, front line ordering clinicians
(FLOC) such as residents and advanced practice providers,
and nurses.

Interviews
A semi-structured interview guide was developed to elicit
open-ended responses on six topics: (1) participant’s role;
(2) experience in sepsis recognition including difficult
example cases; (3) teamwork; (4) technology; (5) sepsis
recognition challenges; (6) improving sepsis recognition.
Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. The inter-
view guide was based on the team’s prior experience in
clinical care and developing CDS. While we did not directly
apply SEIPS or other frameworks to the interview guide, the
emergence of SEIPS-based themes in the analysis phase
influenced question probes for sociotechnical factors in
subsequent interviews. Three authors (D.K., G.S., and N.M.)
conducted the interviews, representing a combination of
human factors experience (D.K. and G.S.) and clinical and
informatics training (N.M.).

Qualitative Analysis
Two study team members (D.K. and N.M.) inductively free
coded a random selection of 10% of the transcripts using

Applying the sociotechnical model resulted in discovering work system, process, and
outcome requirements that would otherwise be difficult to capture, or missed entirely,
using traditional requirements gathering methods or approaches to clinical decision
support design.
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NVivo v12 (QSR International, Melbourne, Australia). A cod-
ing guideline document was created and reviewed by team
members with neonatology expertise (►Supplementary

Appendix A, available in the online version). Three randomly
selected transcripts were coded by two team members (D.K.
and N.M.) to calculate Cohen’s Kappa (k) for each code. Any
code with a k <0.6 was reviewed to reach consensus and
refine the definition. The team used a process of constant
comparison to construct themes. In this process, the team
identified emerging themes that could be organized by a
sociotechnical framework.22 The entire study team met and
reached consensus that the coded data could be organized
deductively based on the SEIPS 2.0 framework.14

User Profiles
Interview results were used to develop user profiles describ-
ing aggregate characteristics of each clinical role including
team collaboration and sepsis recognition responsibilities.
We synthesized coded responses to describe characteristics
for each role including high level responsibilities and daily
routines in general, as well as responsibilities and tasks
specific to sepsis recognition. This analysis was iteratively
reviewed and refined by all study team members including
neonatologists. The nurse and FLOC user profiles were
supplemented with profile variations based on experience

with sepsis recognition (e.g., “inexperienced” vs.
“experienced”).23,24

System Use Cases
Interview analysis informed the development of use cases to
represent realistic scenarios of sepsis recognition and user
interaction with the system and other team members. Use
case development followed a similar process to user profile
development via an analysis of interview codes including
example cases in sepsis recognition, and challenges to sepsis
recognition, and were iteratively reviewed and refined by
study team members including neonatologists. Use cases
often represent complex environments via alternate scenar-
ios.25 We applied a similar approach to our use cases by
incorporating sociotechnical-based variations derived from
the interview analysis of factors that can contribute to
delayed sepsis recognition (e.g., environment, organization
and other factors).25,26

Results

Thirty-one NICU clinicians participated in the interviews:
attending physicians (5), Neonatology fellows (5), FLOCs
(10), and nurses (11) (►Table 1). We applied a SEIPS 2.0 to
the analysis of the interview transcripts and developed user

Fig. 1 Sociotechnical requirements process.

Table 1 Participant demographics

Role N Gender Age Years in practice Years in
NICU

Female Male Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Attending 5 3 2 47.6 11.3 22.2 11.3 19 11.6

Fellow 5 2 3 33.0 1.2 5.6 1.7 2.6 0.9

FLOC 10 8 2 37.7 9.1 13.3 9.6 10.4 7

Nurse 11 11 0 29.5 5.5 7.0 5.2 6.5 5.5

Total 31 24 7 35.7 9.6 11.3 9.3 9.1 8.3
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profiles and use cases that included sociotechnical factors
and variants.

Interview Coding and Thematic Analysis
Twenty-three codes were identified from the interview
transcripts (►Supplementary Appendix A, available in the
online version). A comparison of three randomized inter-
views achieved a Cohen’s kappa (k) of 0.76. In the thematic
analysis, the team identified emerging themes that could be
organized using the SEIPS 2.0 framework.27 Results were
organized into sociotechnical themes derived from the SEIPS
2.0: (1) persons: patient, (2) persons: clinicians (3) environ-
ment, (4) organization, (5) tasks, (6) tools and technology,
and (7) collaboration.14 ►Table 2 provides examples of
SEIPS-derived themes.

As NICU patients are incapable of participating in their
care we framed the patient under both the environment and
persons component. At the environment level, a unit con-
sisting of over 100 critically ill infants, with a wide range of
conditions that increase sepsis risk while simultaneously
making sepsis detection difficult, creates an environment

repeatedly described as highly stressful and challenging to
sepsis recognition. At the person level, the highly variable
and unique vital sign baseline for each patient in the NICU
was discussed by every participant. Most NICU infant vital
signs do not fall into a normal range and sepsis recognition
based on standard vital sign thresholds, as with adults and
older children, is challenging. Participants stressed the criti-
cal importance of becoming familiar with each infant’s
distinctive baseline, detecting subtle variations, and deter-
mining if there is a potential problem. Participants noted that
the baseline also includes subjective signs and symptoms
important to sepsis recognition including lethargy and level
of alertness.

The four clinical roles were also included in the persons
component. While all four roles are engaged in sepsis
recognition, every participant stressed the critical impor-
tance of nurses. Nurses were described as the “eyes and ears”
of sepsis recognition by being involved in the care of one to
two patients over 12hour shifts and best positioned to notice
subtle changes in patient baselines. However, multiple par-
ticipants noted that sepsis recognition among nurses was

Table 2 Sociotechnical themes

SEIPS Themes Factors

Persons: Patient Complexity of NICU patients including multiple clinical conditions, high risk for sepsis, and
conditions that mimic sepsis.
NICU patients vital sign baselines are quite variable and often outside of “normal” ranges for older
children and adults.
Patients often present subjective signs and symptoms important to sepsis recognition such as
lethargy.

Persons: Clinicians Critical role of nurses in detecting changes by being most familiar with patient.
New nurses lack of experience in recognizing signs of sepsis.
More senior nurses can have concerns based on experience, but are not able to fully describe
source of concern (“gut feeling”).
Instances of bias with patients who were initially not a concern for sepsis.

Environment Atypical among non-academic medical centers at over 100 beds, mix of complex patients
including medical, surgical, premature, chronic lung disease.
Highly stressful environment, especially for new nurses and FLOCs.
Inability for education and training, especially nursing, to prepare for NICU overall.

Tools and Technology Variability in EHR and monitor use, skills, and training.
Limitations of EHR and monitor vital sign trend functionality including NICU patient baselines,
difficulty in using during high workload.
Variability in EHR documentation including episodic events and subjective impressions.

Tasks New nurses focused on patient tasks and not yet experienced in sepsis recognition.
Importance of bedside assessment for sepsis recognition.

Organization Significant increase in patient coverage for attending, fellow, and FLOC at night shift.
Inconsistency in recording episodic events that may be important to sepsis recognition.
Training for new nurses focuses on sepsis work ups vs. signs and symptoms of sepsis.
Work in progress on sepsis clinical pathway that may include sepsis huddle.

Process-Collaboration Chain of command: Nurse-FLOC-Fellow-Attending and examples of where reluctance to escalate
issues result in delayed recognition.
Challenges in communicating uncertainty, where some feel certainty is essential.
Informal and formal support of nurses by other nurses including bedside colleagues, charge
nurses, and expert nurses.
Clinicians in all roles taking the time to respond to concerns as an opportunity for education.

Outcomes Order sepsis work up - supported by contributing outcomes including escalation of concerns to
fellow/attending, bedside assessment, clinical team discussion or “sepsis huddle,” support for new
nurses by charge nurse, nurse expert or other nursing colleagues.
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highly dependent on experience, where experienced nurses
can explain their concerns in detail, or may have a less
precise “gut feeling” that is generally trusted by others. By
contrast newer nurses lack experience in sepsis recognition
andmay demonstrate a range of responses from being overly
concerned by any change to missing significant signs and
symptoms. Similar opinions were expressed regarding the
experience of FLOCs who are responsible for responding to
nursing concerns. FLOCs vary by education and training
including nurse practitioner, medical assistant, and medical
doctor further divided by resident and experience. While
limited by our relatively small sample, our interview results
do suggest further exploration by background and education.
For example, a physician FLOC described opportunities to
educate bedside nurses on sepsis detection, while a nurse
practitioner FLOC with extensive prior experience as a NICU
bedside nurse commented on their ability to recognize
challenges facing newer nurses.

The SEIPS-guided analysis revealed additional important
work systems components. Regarding tools and technology,
participants identified the EHR and bedside monitors as
facilitators and barriers to recognition of infant sepsis.
Many described variabilities in training and usage of EHR
vital sign trending functionality, yet those familiar with the
functionality stated it was not tailored to infants and often
required time and effort that were not always available with
the demanding NICU workload. Some participants reported
using more advanced features of bedside monitors while
others were unfamiliar with these functions. Variability in
EHR documentation practices was also identified as a
challenge.

Organizational factors were discovered to impact the
environment and collaboration. While nursing coverage
remains constant regardless of shift, the night shift increases
the number of patients cared for by each FLOC, fellow, and
attending. Another organizational and collaboration factor
discussed was the “chain of command” in information flow
and decision-making between the Nurse-FLOC-Fellow-At-
tending team. While most comments on collaboration and
teamwork were positive, breakdowns in the chain of com-
mand information flow were repeatedly cited in example
cases where sepsis recognitionwas delayed. These and other
cases were complicated by multiple combinations of night
shift workload demands, other workload demands such as
admissions and discharges, nurses experience in recognizing
and communicating subtle signs and symptoms, patients
who were not indicated as a concern for sepsis at shift hand
off, and reluctance to raise vague concerns or jump the chain
of command when concerns were not addressed.

User Profiles
We applied our interview analysis to develop user profiles
relevant to sepsis recognition.While mainly informed by the
SEIPS persons component, other work system components
informed the results by describing the person within the
work system. ►Fig. 2 demonstrates an NICU nurse user
profile with two variants based on the level of experience.
The same experience-based variant was applied to the FLOC

profile. User profiles for each role (►Supplementary

Appendix B, available in the online version) will be used to
guide subsequent phases including the recruitment of par-
ticipants for formative and summative usability testing, and
patient simulations.

Use Cases
Interview analysis and user profiles were reviewed with
neonatology experts to describe a foundational set of three
NICU sepsis clinical scenarios: (1) Infants with low complex-
ity conditions with a change in clinical status suggestive of
sepsis. (2) Infants with high complexity conditions whose
clinical findings related to their underlying conditions may
periodically overlapwith those of sepsis. (3) Infants at higher
risk for sepsis presenting with only subtle signs of sepsis.
These scenarios were further developed into three use cases
for the sepsis CDS system (►Supplementary Appendix C,
available in the online version).

Each use case can incorporate one or many sociotechnical
variants discovered from the interview analysis. ►Table 3

demonstrates the use case of an infant at high risk for
infection that includes preconditions, actors, and the scenar-
io. The use case includes categorized sociotechnical variants
that could be incorporated to the use case. For example, for
use in both design and simulation testing, the use case
includes the nursing user profile variant of “less experience,”
plus additional sociotechnical variants such as challenges in
the night shift staffing level and hesitancy to escalate con-
cerns over the chain of command. These sociotechnical
variants are incorporated into the three primary clinical
use case scenarios to guide subsequent system design and
user testing.

Discussion

We applied a sociotechnical model to requirements gather-
ing activities for sepsis recognition among NICU infants. We
analyzed interview transcripts to derive three analytic prod-
ucts to define the requirements for an infant sepsis early
recognition system: a qualitative thematic analysis, user
profiles, and use cases with sociotechnical variants. These
products will be incorporated into all subsequent activities
such as informing iterative design, subject recruitment, and
defining test scenarios for formative, summative, and simu-
lation-based testing.

Comparing this work to other studies demonstrates the
utility of a sociotechnical analysis. In 1993, Crandall and
Getchell-Reiter applied the critical decision method to elicit
expert knowledge from NICU nurses including sepsis recog-
nition.20 In 2019, Harte et al described ethnographic
approaches combined with interviews and participatory
design in developing requirements for NICU sepsis CDS.21

Our sociotechnical approach produced information that
encompassed findings from both studies. For example, inter-
view questions and probes on experience with difficult
cases resulted in findings on NICU nurse decision making
and challenges to newer NICU nurses inexperienced with
sepsis. In terms of system requirements and scenarios, our
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approach resulted in identifying a range of sociotechnical
factors that can contribute to delayed sepsis recognition and
should be considered in a broader work system design. We
believe our work supports an initial approach of performing
a sociotechnical analysis to identify work system compo-
nents, processes, and outcomes to identify and inform the
application of subsequent human-centered design methods.

Applying the SEIPS model produced findings that might
not have been identified through a typical requirement
gathering process. The most commonly used framework
for CDS development focuses on the five rights (information,
time, user, format, channel).28,29 Our analysis demonstrated
that lapses in sepsis recognition may arise not only from the
lack of perception of relevant information (e.g., subtle vital
sign changes), but also failure to act upon that information
within a complex work system. We argue that aspects of the
care delivery system captured by the sociotechnical variants
(e.g., What happens at night when there’s less staffing,
and/or when the nurse is inexperienced?) are scenarios
that must be accounted for to ensure a system that supports
safe outcomes. This suggests traditional CDS frameworks
focused on information delivery would not sufficiently meet
requirements, and supports amovement toward using socio-
technical design as recommended by recent litera-

ture.15,17,28,30–33 In addition, this work also suggests that
optimal machine learning enabled CDS may need to vary by
multiple factors such as role, environment, and levels of
clinical experience in recognizing sepsis. To support such
CDS, the machine-learning algorithms may also need to
advance to not only focus on the prediction of sepsis, but
also estimating factors such as the user’s workload, level of
comfort diagnosing sepsis, etc. Requirements gathering
guided and framed by the SEIPS model defined the complex,
dynamic, and interconnected sociotechnical components
that will likely be critical in the design of not just new
technology, but a new work system that will incorporate
the technology.

Limitations
Our study was conducted at a single institution in a level 4
NICU, and results may not apply to other hospitals where the
medical complexity of infants, clinician roles, workflow, and
team communication may be different. Our small sample
size did not allow us to fully explore the impact of prior
training and experiencewithin specific roles, which emerged
as an important sociotechnical component. However, our
study provides an approach that if further refined and
modified through future research efforts could address

Fig. 2 Example user profile with sociotechnical variants.
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sociotechnical considerations in NICU settings with different
team structures and levels of medical complexity.

Conclusion

Wedemonstrated howa sociotechnicalmodel can be integrat-
ed into requirements gathering activities and deliverables.
Applying the SEIPS model to existing human-centered design
methods generated detailed work system requirements rep-
resented by user profiles, use cases, and sociotechnical var-
iants that might otherwise have been difficult to discover.

Clinical Relevance Statement

Multiple sociotechnical factors affect the ability of clini-
cians to recognize the subtle and heterogenous signs of

sepsis among medically complex neonates. Efforts to
develop health information technologies that address
complex clinical problems, such as the recognition of
sepsis in the NICU setting, should incorporate sociotech-
nical models with human-centered design methods.

Protection of Human and Animal Subjects
The study was determined to be exempt from human
studies by the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Institu-
tional Review Board. This research was funded by the
Institute for Biomedical Informatics at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine and the Department of
Biomedical and Health Informatics at the Children’s Hos-
pital of Philadelphia. The funding sources had no role in
the conception, study design, data collection, analysis, or
decision to publish this manuscript.

Table 3 Use case example with sociotechnical variations

Use case ID 1.0

Use case title Low complexity infant

Precondition(s) Patient: Premature infant, 31 wk.
On room air.
Patient baseline heartrate is low.
Patient is usually agitated or “fussy” during diaper changes or other activities.

Primary actor NICU Nurse, “the user”

Additional actors FLOC, Fellow, Attending

Primary use case—sequence
of actions

Nurse notes patient requires extra heat from isolette.
Heart rate increase.
During a diaper change the patient is lethargic.
The User documents temp instability, heart rate, and patient behavior in her.
The System updates its assessment to support user perception and comprehension of an
increase in sepsis risk.
User responds to System and contacts FLOC to discuss.
User refers to system in discussion with FLOC.
FLOC agrees on concern and contacts fellow and attending for bedside assessment.
User and FLOC refer to system in discussion with fellow/attending.
Fellow/attending make decision on sepsis work-up.

Sociotechnical variations

People Newer nurse with less experience (User Profile variant).
Experienced nurse with “gut feeling” (User Profile variant).
FLOC with bias.

Environment Familiarity with patient over time.
Workload imposed by shift/coverage.
Workload imposed by patient volume, admit/discharge, or transfers.

Tasks Workload imposed by competing priorities within a patient.
Workload imposed by rapid vs. slow change in clinical status (rapid may necessitate more
tasks—place new IV, place breathing tube, administer new medications…)

Technology and tools Quality/consistency of EHR documentation.
Training/experience in using monitor or EHR vital sign trending and other tools.
Variability in recording episodic events.

Organization Hierarchy or “chain of command.”
NICU team (surgical, chronic lung disease…).

Collaboration Quality/content of handoff.
Confidence in escalating concerns.
Availability of supporting or supervisory staff to consult.
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